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Pun ag an Expresslo■of“Eintence":
h Signinca●0■OfPoedcs for the Philosophy orShutt K岨
Ken OKtIBO
Shuzo Kukithe philosopher who has been wen_known as the author of
“Iki No Kozo" or ``Guzcnsei No Mondai'' was a lover of pun.In several essays
and poems of Kuki,we can find easily his tぉte for pun or wordplay.Incidentally,
another his essay “Nihonshi No Oin" deals with the art of rhyme in Japanesc
poems,which essentiaHy is the same as pun concerning sounds ofwords.So,Iam
intercsted in Kuki's concern about pun or rhyme and about the relation be●″een
such a poetics and his thought.In this papcr,I would like to argu9 0n the significa¨
tion of pun for the philosophy of Kuki.Firsuy,I anJyzc a poem by Kukiendied
``Genshogakuteki Kangen" which is filled with a lot of pun Secondly,I take up
いvo versions of Kuki's poenl entitled``Tango''and examine the way Ofrhymein
these poems.■rough these examinatiolls,wc can makesure of Kuki's concem for
pun or rhyme and its condition,■irdly,I cxa line several philosophical works of
Kuki,especia‖y “Bungaku Gairon" ,in order to investigate the thought behind
such a concern. ``Bungaku Gairon" is the good summary ofIくuki's thought and
shows its main problems,namely “existence'' ``time'' ``cOntingency" .Bcsides,
it tells us thc relation beヽveen such problems and Kuki's poetics.Namely,pun or
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rhymeおanexPsbnof“exおtellce"whch embodies`lim♂'alld`Ъmtil gency",
and thcrefore it has iinportant role fOr phi10sOphical investigation Of Kuki.But,On
the other hand,I think that Kuki's poetics goes so deep into the problem Of poetic
form that it deviates from the aim in his Own philosophical invcstigationo So,we
can try to rethink and tO reconstruct Kuki's PoetiCS and develop his phi10sophy.
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